Child Slavery in Canada’s “Residential School” Prisons
because the scheme was operated by
people ... who stood to benefit from the
apprenticeship, children were frequently bound out as apprentices at a
very young age .... Moreover, the socalled apprenticeship often turned out
to be nothing but a system of providing EuroCanadian farmers with labour
that was not only free but subsidized.4
This Indian “college” scheme “became a system for funnelling philanthropic British pounds to colonial exploitation,”
said Miller, but ended in scandal as a “disastrous failure.” An 1822 inquiry into the
scam reported that while boys received little schooling, the girls received none at all.
The “apprentices,” it reported, were “treated as Menial Servants and compelled to
do every kind of drudgery.”5 Though publicly condemned for greed and sexual
abuse, Anglican missionaries behind this
pilot project were not prone to giving up.

knitting and general housekeeping.8
The 1830s were also a time when
fficially, slavery in Canada was
Upper Canada’s political authorities debanned in the early 1830s. At the
vised new policies to control Indigenous
same time, the government and its
peoples and dispossess them of their lands.
allies in the churches were adopting soState efforts to force them into captivity
called residential schools as the best way
on remote reserves, said Miller, were seen
to finalise Canada’s genocidal assimilation
to have “failed abysmally.”9 Lt.-Gov. Sir
of Indigenous people. In the process, a new
Francis Bond Head’s efforts to forcibly reform of child slavery took root in Canada.
locate Indians from Upper Canada to ManSlavery was banned throughout the
itoulin Island, where they were expected
British Empire when the Slavery Abolito quietly die off, were considered too extion Act came into force in 1834.1 That
treme by some. So colonial officials turned
same year, the first dormitories were addto academia for advice.
ed to the Anglican Church’s Mohawk InIn 1841, Herman Merivale, an
stitute in Brantford Ontario.2 This facility
Oxford professor of political economy,
is often described as Canada’s first resipublished lectures on imperial strategies
dential school.
then used in British colonies to deal with
Not that the fall of slavery, or the
“the Native question.” These strategies,
rise of facilities to assimilate captive chilsays University of Manitoba sociologist
dren, took place suddenly — history rareRussell Smandych, were:
ly turns on a dime. Slavery had
extermination (as was hapbegun to decline over the precedAt the same time that slavery was being pening in Australia), slavery (as
ing decades in the northeastern
... in Africa and elsewhere), inbanned throughout the British Empire,
American states. In Upper Cana(or coercive segregation
Canadian religious and political authorities sulation
creating ‘Native reservations’);
da, this slow process began in
1793 when Parliament banned the embraced Indian residential schools which and amalgamation (or the rapid
of Natives into white
imposed a system of forced child labour. assimilation
import of new slaves. Those al10
society).
ready enslaved in the colony reTheir group, created by pilgrims in Merivale, who later became an Under-Secmained captive until their deaths, while the
1649 as the “Society for the Propagation retary of State for British colonies in 1846,
children of female slaves remained in
of the Gospel in New England and the concluded his 1841 book by recommendbondage until age 25 and new contracts
Parts Adjacent in America,” was known ing that rapid assimilation was the most
of indentured servants were not to be bindas the New England Company. For over a viable method.
ing for more than nine years.3
century, this Anglican NGO and its agents
In 1842, the government created
Also in the late 1700s, well-meanhad been dreaming up ways to put Indians the Bagot Commission on Native Educaing Christians in Canada were devising
to work. One such “scheme for turning In- tion. Its 1844 report called for a kinder,
more effective ways to convert First Nadians into a colonial workforce,” said his- gentler means of genocide that was accepttions people. It was a time of experimentorian J.R. Jacob, emerged in 1662. able to the churches, locating farm-based,
tation, as churches created innovative new
Though never actualised, the plan was to boarding schools far from the meddling
programs of genocide. One ingenious plan
use Indian labour to supply Britain’s im- interference of parents. This coincided
was to take children from their families
perial navy. This, they hoped, would aid with decisions by Anglican and Methodand communities, and compel them into
the Reformation by arming the Protestant ist Churchs that custodial facilities like the
places of religious indoctrination and
“crusade against the forces of Catholi- Brantford Institute were the best way to
forced labour. These charitable programs
cism,” while forcing “savages” to give up Christianise, civilise and Canadianise trouwere said to give uplifting education and
their “idle and lecherous habits.”6
blesome Indians. They were designed to
job training for poor (allegedly stupid, lazy
When their New Brunswick exploit child labour to reduce costs.11
and uncivilised) children. They came to
scheme ended in a shameful debacle, the
To implement its plan for “manual
be called Indian residential schools.
Anglicans simply shifted operations to Up- labour schools,” Upper Canada’s governAn early example of this racist segper Canada. Building on a Brantford day ment held a General Council of Indian
regation was begun by Anglicans near
school begun in 1786, these missionaries Chiefs and Principal Men near Orillia in
Saint John, New Brunswick, in 1787. By
opened a “manual labour school” in 1830. 1846. Capt. Thomas Anderson, the Visitthe 1790s, they had six “Indian colleges”
So began the Mohawk Institute. In its first ing Superintendent of Indian Affairs, told
boasting an inventive “apprenticing
decade, several girls left the facility to es- the chiefs to “give up your hunting pracscheme.” Historian James Miller explains
cape all the “menial labour they were re- tices, and abandon your roving habits” bethat this effort to convert Catholic Indiquired to do.”7 Besides enduring religious cause “you must cultivate the soil.” With
ans, quickly
brainwashing, the boys toiled at wagon- utter condescension he then told them that:
became a means of exploiting the chilyour Missionaries have used their endren, economically and in other ways. making, blacksmithing and carpentry, and
deavours to divest you of Indian custhe
girls
did
weaving,
sewing,
spinning,
Because of local demand for labour and
By Richard Sanders
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toms, and instruct you in the arts of civilized life, but it has not proved effectual .... because you do not feel, or know
the value of education; you would not
give up your idle roving habits, to enable your children to receive instruction. Therefore you remain poor, ignorant and miserable. It is found you cannot govern yourselves. And if left to ...
your own judgement, you will never be
better off ...; and your children will ever
remain in ignorance. It has therefore
been determined, that your children
shall be sent to Schools, where they will
forget their Indian habits and be instructed in all the necessary arts of civilized life, and become one with your
white brethren.12
On top of these officially recorded
insults, and the injustice of forcing children into “manual labour schools,” Indians were told they had to pay 25% of their
annuities for 20-25 years to pay the cost
of this genocide.13
By the 1880s, Canada’s “mission
schools” for Indians were using the “halfday system.” Although children’s days
were supposedly split between education
and practical training, the system was “oriented towards extracting free labour, not
imparting vocational training.”14 While
“education” largely meant religious indoctrination to convert children from their
“heathen” ways, “vocational training” was
a euphemism for what the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) called
“institutionalized child labour.”14
Child labour was divided by gender. “All residential schools,” said Miller,
“tended to assign more institution-supporting toil to girls,” such as cooking, cleaning and laundry. Boys did “most of the
heavy outdoor labour”; they worked in
barns and stables, constructed and maintained buildings and engaged in “strenuous activities such as cutting and hauling

wood for the stoves and furnaces.”15
The most “[p]ernicious forms of
this involuntary servitude,” Miller explained, were “apprenticeship programs
and the ‘outing system’ that prevailed in
many schools” from the 1880s until the
1950s. In summer, boys had “to work on
farms owned by non-Natives,” said Miller, and “were obviously a cheap source of
labour at a time of peak demand.” Others
had to work in towns or cities. For example, boys from the Anglican Shingwauk
Residential School left at 7 am to work
for businesses in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario,
and did not return until 6 pm. Girls were
used as domestic servants by rich families
who wanted “maid[s], nannies, and general household assistants.”16
The schools, said Miller, “resembled a method of furnishing cheap, semiskilled labour to EuroCanadian homes
more than it did a system of advanced
training.” The facilities, he concluded, had
an “unhealthy emphasis on extracting labour” and “had little, if anything, to do with
vocational and trades instruction.”18
As sociologist Bernard Schissel of
the University of Saskatchewan put it, residential schools were part of a “system of
child and youth slavery under the guise of
mandatory education.” This “forced
schooling,” he said, “provided free child
and youth labour for farms, industries,
churches and households.” The “expressed
intent” of Canada’s mainstream churches
was not to educate but to “destroy a culture and rebuild ‘Indian’ kids as active participants in the industrial economy.”19
William Thomas, from Manitoba’s
Peguis reserve, attended residential
schools for 11 years. It took years, he said,
to “mentally undo the devastation perpetrated therein by religious and other fanatics.” One principal, he said,
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used to call us God’s children three
times on Sundays at the three services
and the rest of the week call us dirty
little Indians.... We were mere numbers.
Strapping, beatings, ... being tethered
to the flag pole, half-day school with
unqualified tutors, and slave labour the
other half.20
The more parents learned about
such conditions and how their children
were forced to work, the more they objected. As the TRC stated, parents
feared that their children were being
prepared for a market economy in
which human life was just another commodity and their children would be
used as free labour ....
The regimentation and discipline of
the capitalist work world ... was far different from the highly autonomous
world in which Aboriginal people had
lived for thousands of years, so much
so that it might well feel like a form of
slavery.21
But it didn’t just “feel like a form
of slavery,” it was slavery. Forced labour
permeated the system and outweighed any
education offered at these custodial facilities. In 1896, the father of “pupil number
97” at the Anglican school in Battleford
(now Saskatchewan) said that after five
years, his son
cannot read, speak or write English,
nearly all his time having been devoted
to herding and caring for cattle instead
of learning a trade or being otherwise
educated.22
Similarly, Walter McLaren, principal of the
Presbyterian facility in Birtle Manitoba,
wrote in 1912: “I know boys and girls who
after ten years in our schools ... cannot read
beyond the second reader, cannot write a
decent letter.”23
Describing the Catholic Grey Nuns
school in Qu’Appelle Saskatchewan, in
1916, Indian Commissioner W.M. Graham
said parents complained that children re-
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ceived “no education and that the sole aim”
was “to get the children to school to make
them work.”24 The next year, deputy Indian Affairs minister Duncan C. Scott said
getting children to attend was difficult because it “has been constantly represented”
that they “are simply used as so much manual power to produce revenue.” In 1922
he received complaints about an Anglican
facility in Lytton B.C., where its principal, Rev. A. Lett said the children, “illfed
and illclothed and turned out into the cold
to work,” were “unhappy with a feeling of
slavery existing in their minds.”25
In 1930, Graham reported that boys
at Anglican and Catholic Indian boarding
schools near Lethbridge, Alberta, were
“working on the land from morning until
night” and were “made slaves of, working
too long hours.”26
In a report on the difficulty of getting B.C. children to attend Edmonton’s
Methodist residential school, an Indian
agent noted that the chief complaint was
that children were “continually working on
the farm, thereby getting little or no education.” Although they supposedly worked
only half days, “[d]uring the harvest, older boys often spent the entire day on the
farm.” At that time, the school had 500
acres under cultivation, 15 horses, 59 cattle, 135 pigs, 50 chickens and 25 turkeys.27

The school’s principal, Joseph F.
Woodsworth, “defended the intensive farm
labour demanded of the students, arguing
that ‘farm education’ was ‘the best kind of
training.’” He blindly followed his
church’s position that Aboriginal fishers, hunters, and trappers should transform into Christian farmers. He criticized parents who wanted their children
‘suddenly to become fine scholars...’
and praised the school’s regime for the
‘discipline and restraint’ it instilled in
them.28
This principal who ran the school between
1919 and 1946, was the brother of Rev.
James S. Woodsworth, a founder of the
CCF and hero of many on the Canadian
left. From 1885 to 1915, their father, James
Woodsworth, was in charge of all Methodist missionary work in what became
Canada’s four western provinces. (For details about the racist and xenophobic convictions of Rev. J.S. Woodsworth and numerous generations of his family, see Press
for Conversion! issue #68.)
Alvin Stonechild, who was born in
1934, attended the United Church’s Indian residential school in File Hills, Saskatchewan. “I had six years of work experience,” he said. “We were driven like
slaves. One could term this kind of work
as child labour.”29
In 1946, Campbell Papequash was

forced to attend the Catholic residential
school in Kamsack Saskatchewan. He
bluntly described the work there saying:
“there was a lot of slave labour.” Isabelle
Whitford, who entered the Birtle Manitoba
residential school in 1948, said of this
United Church facility: “We used to get
on our hands and knees to wash the floors
and wax them. We were like slaves.”30
In 1951, Joe Kootney was one of
the parents who complained about the
overwork and harsh punishments of children at a United Church school in Morley
Alberta. He summing it up by saying “the
school is there for slavery now.”31 And, as
the Indian Association of Alberta told the
Special Joint Committee on the Indian Act
in 1946: “No white parents would tolerate
for an instant such a form of education,”
which was “equivalent to child labour.”32
The Mohawk Institute in Brantford
Ontario also used Indian children as a slave
labourers. Running from the 1830s until
1970, it was “the longest operating residential school for Aboriginal people in Canadian history.”33 Though described as a
“school” it was
more a working farm than a place of
education, where the children toiled in
what can only be described as government-endorsed slavery, right down to
stoking the 60-tonnes of coal that arrived each fall....34

Jean L’Heureux: Con Man, Sexual Predator, Agent of Church and State
By Richard Sanders

J

ean L’Heureux was a translator, a
recruiter for residential schools in
Alberta, and a covert government
agent who convinced Indigenous chiefs to
sign away vast tracts of land and to shun
participation in the Riel Rebellion.
He was also a sexual predator. In
1886, when “[a]ccused of sexually abusing boys in his care,” “officials responsible for the schools recognized that his actions were not appropriate.” Despite this,
said the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), there is no record of any criminal investigation into his conduct. In 1891,
when facing even more complaints of sex
crimes against children, L’Heureux “was
allowed to resign” and the Deputy Minister of Indian Affairs wrote that he hoped
“it would not be necessary to state the
cause which led” to that resignation.1
In 1861, being “caught in the act
of sodomy” while living with Edmonton’s
Catholic Oblates, the embarrassed “priests
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arranged for him to join a band of Blackfoot.” For years he lived with the Indians,
pretending to be a priest.2
L’Heureux was a con artist. By
1877, he had gained the confidence of
some Blackfoot chiefs and was acting as
their translator and treaty negotiator. As
such, L’Heureux was instrumental in convincing them to accept the terms of Treaty No.7, which gave up 91,000 square
miles of land now considered part of southern Alberta.3
Two years later, L’Heureux was
“approached by Louis Riel, who wanted
his help in seizing the Canadian west in
order to create a special territory for the
Indian and Métis people.” L’Heureux not
only refused, he “considered it his duty to
foil this plot and alerted the Canadian and
American authorities.” When Riel asked
the Blackfoot for help the next year,
L’Heureux again
intervened and managed to convince
the Indians that plotting with Riel and
the Metis carried serious risks. He

urged them to ... turn a deaf ear to any
talk of an uprising.
Such services secured for L’Heureux a lucrative government job as an Indian Affairs’ “translator” and “the trusted adviser
of the Canadian authorities on Blackfoot
affairs.” While he “earned the trust of Amerindians, religious figures, fur traders and
government authorities,” L’Heureux was
“called a hypocrite, an imposter, a liar, a
thief, a false priest and a troubled soul.”4
As a valuable Canadian government asset among the Blackfoot, L’Heureux drew children into the slavery of residential schools, averted support for Riel’s
Northwest Rebellion and aided the plunder of land to expand the Dominion of Canada. It is therefore not surprising that Canadian religious, legal and political authorities all turned a blind eye when he was
repeatedly accused of sexually abusing Indian children. Such crimes were apparently considered trivial by those who so greatly valued L’Heureux’s work in promoting
the advance of Canadian civilisation.
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“Rape” by R.Gary Miller, survivor of the Anglican Mohawk Institute.

Sexual Slavery, Con Artists
and the Abuse of Faith
Besides being coerced into long hours of
hard labour, many captives of Canada’s
Indian residential schools also suffered
years of sexual abuse. Though functioning as custodial facilities for genocidal
assimilation into Canadian society, these
institutions sometimes degenerated into
places of sexual slavery.
Paintings by R. Gary Miller reveal
a glimpse into the hell of this experience.
Born in 1950, Miller was an inmate of the
Anglican Mohawk Institute from age three
to fifteen. He was sexually assaulted by
various authority figures in positions of
trust, including staff, church members and
a minister. College art teacher Steve Menhinick described Miller’s paintings as expressions of “extreme physical and sexual
violence administered by the people of
God.” The “beatings, rapes and food deprivation” suffered by Miller “traumatized”
him “to the point of suicidal depression
throughout his life.”35
The physical and sexual abuse of
Indigenous children was endemic in Canada’s church-run residential schools. As
the TRC reported, “[m]any students spoke
of having been raped at school” and the
“abuse of children was rampant.”36 A First
Nations Centre survey found that 70 perAs the TRC stated, L’Heureux exemplifies how, from “early on, Indian Affairs and the churches placed their own interests ahead of the children in their care
and then covered up that victimization....”
L’Heureux’s case, it said,
set the tone for the way churches and
government would treat sexual abuse
of children for the entire history of the
residential school system.
Canadian “[o]fficials continued to dismiss
Aboriginal reports of abuse,” said the
TRC, and these “patterns persisted into the
late twentieth century.”5
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cent of survivors reported physical assaults, and a third were sexually abused.37
Another study found that 80 percent of the
system’s inmates reported abuse, and 48
percent suffered sexual abuse. 38 This
means that there are now between 26,400
and 40,000 Indigenous people who suffered sexual abuse in these “schools.”
Of the 80,000 living survivors of
these institutions, about half filed injury
claims for sexual and/or extreme physical
abuse. By 2015, 85% of these claims were
accepted and $2.81 billion was paid out
in redress. An additional $1.62 billion in
general compensation39 made it “the largest class action and settlement in Canadian history”40 and “the largest single recognition of criminal victimization in Canadian history.”41
This huge case came too late for
over 70,000 other residential school inmates who had died before 2005. For over
a century, Indigenous voices were ignored
by the powerful political, religious and legal authorities that were entrusted to oversee the genocide that passed as Indian education in Canada.
Although 38,000 survivors reported sexual and/or extreme physical abuse,
the TRC found fewer than 50 successful
convictions of their abusers. When survivors “failed to find justice through police
investigations and criminal prosecutions,”
they used civil courts. In the 1990s, survivors took legal actions against individual
tormentors, and the church and state institutions that protected these criminals.42
Throughout their scandalous existence, complaints of sexual abuse haunted
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Canada’s shameful residential schools.
Even the very first “Indian College” faced
an inquiry in 1822 that “uncovered incidents of sexual exploitation of apprentices.”43 In response, Anglican missionary
perpetrators from the New England Company merely moved shop from New Brunswick to Upper Canada, where they opened
the infamous Mohawk Institute.
The last federally run residential
school, which closed in 1996, was also
Anglican. Beginning in 1874 near the
Gordon Reserve in Punnichy, Saskatchewan, this was a place of systemic sexual
abuse. William Starr, the residence director who was promoted to school administrator, was found guilty of sexually assaulting ten boys between 1968 and 1984.44 After Starr’s conviction, over 400 claims
were filed against him by other survivors.
By 1998, the Crown had settled about half
of these out of court.45 Several survivors
also reported abuse by other authorities in
the facility, including Indigenous dorm supervisors and childcare workers, whom
Starr reportedly “groomed to be sexual
offenders.”46 In 1993, Starr was sentenced
to 4½ years in jail for 16 years of sexually
abusing children imprisoned by this Anglican facility.
Another key case in the mid-1990s
convicted Arthur Plint, a pedophile at the
Alberni Indian Residential School on Vancouver Island. Plint, its dormitory supervisor from 1947 to 1968, was sentenced
to 11 years in prison. This United Church
facility held Indian children captive from
its Presbyterian beginnings in 1891 until
it closed in 1973. B.C. Supreme Court
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Justice Douglas Hogarth
called it the worst sexual
abuse case he had seen in
45 years. Children “were
prisoners in the residential
school,” said Hogarth,
“and [Plint] knew it.”
Calling Plint a “sexual terrorist,” Hogarth denounced the entire “Indian residential school system,” as “nothing more
than institutionalized
pedophilia.”47 Most of the
Graffiti
27 survivors who started
the suit in 1996 settled out St. Michael’s
Anglican
of court. Only one remained in 2005 when the
Residential
Supreme Court forced the
School
payment of $200,000 by
Alert Bay
the government (75%)
B.C.
and the United Church
(25%).
Legal proceedings
revictimised survivors of
sex abuse who faced harsh cross-examiReligious Lessons Learned
nation by government and church law- The Law Commission’s 2000 report gave
yers.48 Chief Robert Joseph of the Gwa- key lessons about how child abuse in so
waenuk First Nation was appalled that both many Christian institutions had degenerchurch and state used defence strategies ated into forms of sexual abuse. One re“to minimize their financial liability.” Call- curring factor was the “enormous power
ing it “depraved and morally indefensi- imbalance” between children from poor,
ble,” Joseph said court acceptance of these marginalised and powerless social groups
strategies showed “Canadian society at the (largely racial and ethnic minorities), and
highest levels has not abandoned its abu- the huge state and religious institutions
sive ways.”49
with “significant social power” that are
The Plint case forced the RCMP “potent symbols of authority.”53 Chief
to investigate complaints of endemic sex among these are Canada’s largest churchabuse in the dozen other B.C. “residential es and their government benefactors.
schools.” In 2015, the TRC described the
Another key lesson of the report
federal government’s interference in this had to do with the trust, faith and deferpolice investigation, saying various injus- ence that was blindly bestowed upon Catices hampered the legal system’s ability nada’s most powerful religious institutions.
to prosecute sex offenders who had oper- Once forced into residential schools, inated with impunity in residential schools.50 mates were socially invisible, banished to
In 1997, a year after the last Indian what the Commission called “a different
residential school finally closed, and world” where they were “out of sight” and
amidst a growing number of embarrass- “out of mind.” Canadians had such overing public cases, the federal justice minis- whelming fealty and loyalty to the churchter asked the Law Commission of Canada es that they did not dare imagine what
to “assess processes for redressing the could go wrong. As the report stated:
harm of physical and sexual abuse inflictFor many communities, the idea that
ed on children who lived in institutions ...
ministers, deacons, priests, nuns, or
members of lay orders could commit
run or funded by government.”51 Besides
acts of physical and sexual child abuse
Indian residential institutions, this includwas unthinkable. Even today, to accept
ed numerous other church-run facilities
the extent of the abuse that was comthat victimised children with “developmitted, and the failure of those in charge
mental and physical disabilities, ... mental
to prevent or stop it, is to have one’s
disorders, orphans, and even those ... simfaith in governments and churches seply born outside marriage.”52
riously undermined. Many would rather
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believe that the abuse did not occur, or
that the reports have been wildly exaggerated.54
So great was the confidence given
these Christian education schemes, that
even some Indian parents — particularly
Christian converts — turned a blind eye
to the horrors faced by their own children.
As the TRC said regarding sexual assaults.
Family members often refused to believe their children’s reports of abuse....
This was especially so within families
that had adopted Christianity, and
could not believe that the people of God
looking after their children would ever
do such things.55 (Emphasis added.)
For example, when Dorothy Beaulieu revealed she was being sexually abused by
a Catholic priest at the Fort Resolution
Residential School, she was accused of
lying. “Don’t make up stories,” said her
aunt. “They work for God, and they can’t
do things like that.”56
Christianised children were led to
believe the fiction that they were safe in
the embrace of church authorities. This
was noted by the judge in the 1998 case
against Derek Clarke, a dorm supervisor
with no training in child care at St. Georges Residential School near Lytton, B.C. As
Judge Janice Dillon stated in her decision
The Anglican Church through the principal of the residence ... exercise[d]
power over the plaintiff as it pertained
to his moral and emotional well-being
and dignity. It did so daily by imposing
religious practices and influence which
involved an interaction that created
trust and reliance. The plaintiff absolutely trusted that he would be properly cared for, especially because this
was an Anglican institution. The fact
of Anglicanism lent a superior moral
tone to the residence that created an
additional level of assurance.57
In this landmark case, Judge Dillon found that despite complaints of sexual abuse, the Anglican Church took no action. For eight years, Clarke sexually
abused at least seven children. Saying the
principal, Rev. Anthony Harding, “ought
to have known or ... was wilfully blind,”
the judge concluded that Clarke’s crimes
were covered up by the principal, who
“also sexually assaulted male students.”58
Dillon assigned 40 percent of the liability
to the federal government, and 60 percent
to the church. The school, said Dillon, was
“a pervasive, purposeful Anglican environment ... run with military precision” that
included “indoctrination into a routine of
daily prayer, military style housekeeping,
and regimented activity.”59 Like the Mo-
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hawk Institute, it too was founded by the
New England Company.
Those assimilated into Christianity were more prone to have confidence that
church officials would protect children’s
safety. Many were captivated by the belief that God was looking over the institutions through his earthly representatives,
namely, the facilities’ pious staff. In truth,
oversight was virtually nonexistent. “Too
often,” said the Law Commission, “there
was little oversight of any kind ... on the
daily activities, the level of discipline and
the quality of care that children received.”
This blind faith exposed thousands of children to years of repeated sexual abuse by
their religious captors.
The sexual abuse that pervaded
Canada’s mission schools, has disturbing
parallels with confidence schemes. Like
all con artists, the pedophiles operating
within these faith-based institutions gained
the confidence of their victims. That trust
was the prime advantage they wielded over
their victims. The Law Commission report
described how those in positions of religious authority used their powerful advantage to sexually abuse children:
Some experienced the perversion of
what begins as an affectionate and trusting relationship with a person in authority, to one where sex is eventually introduced and demanded.60
By operating under a religious cover to carry out Canada’s genocidal plan of
assimilation, abusers enjoyed a tremendous advantage over their victims. It also
cloaked them from outside scrutiny. Christianity commands such an aura of respect,
decency and honesty in Canada’s domineering Eurocentric society, that church
figures acted with impunity. And, after centuries of proselytisation, churches also
commanded the faith of many Indigenous
children, parents and communities.
The greater one’s loyalty to Canada’s political, legal and religious institutions, the harder it is to believe that — for
more than a century — residential school
authorities perpetuated and covered up
forced labour and child abuse that amounted to sexual slavery.
To overcome some of the obstacles
that prevent reconciliation with the truth,
it is useful to expose the fiction that residential schools were educational facilities.
In reality, though disguised as schools,
these institutions of genocide were actually more like forced-labour reformatories,
correctional centres or prisons for children.

Fake Schools, Fake Teachers,
Real Apartheid
The term “residential school” is a fictive
use of words that is, at best, euphemistic.
Stretching the truth beyond credulity, it
hides the real function of these cultural reformatories. Referring to these religious
detention centres as “schools” furthers the
pretence that they provided meaningful
learning environments. This deception is
part of an officially promoted confidence
scheme disguising the truth that these fake
schools were central to Canada’s strategy
of genocide. Not only did they impose the
cultural captivity of foreign religious beliefs, they held children physically captive
and exploited them as slave labour.
To grasp just how ludicrous it is to
see these custodial facilities as “schools,”
it is worth looking at etymology. In Latin,
schola meant “leisure” or an “intermission
of work.” An even older Greek word, skhole, meant “free time, leisure, rest, ease
or idleness.”61 It is, then, difficult to speak
of Indian “residential schools” without facing some absurdly duplicitous contradictions. What form of leisure, rest or freedom from work do inmates receive when
held against their will in “schools” that
compel them to labour as slaves?
Canadian officials sometimes showed a glimmer of understanding that at least
some of these facilities were not actually
schools. In 1949, the superintendent of
Indian Affairs in Edmonton, H.N. Woodsworth, reported that: “As there are no qualified teachers employed at the Ermineskin
Indian Residential School, this institution
cannot truly be called a school.” The principal of this Catholic facility had recently
told Woodsworth that, due to financial
problems, “no qualified teacher can be employed in the immediate future.”62
This lack of real teachers was not
new. During most of its 150-year history,
Canada’s residential schools did not rely
on certified teachers. This seems to have
been especially true of Catholic facilities.
As the TRC noted
most of the teachers in the Roman
Catholic schools — and these constituted the majority of the schools —
were members of female religious orders .... Many of the women teaching
in these schools did not have formal
training as teachers.63
Despite some efforts to hire real teachers,
by 1953, 79 of the 198 instructors (40 percent) at Catholic “residential schools” had
no teaching credentials. In fact, only 27
percent of the unqualified “teachers” had
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finished high school. And, a shocking 13
percent had never even started high
school.64 Even by 1960, said the TRC, only
a “few of the teachers at the Roman Catholic residential schools in northern Alberta had the appropriate qualifications.”65
The Catholic Church was not alone
in hiring fake teachers. In a review of all
residential schools, R.F. Davey, the chief
of education for Indian Affairs, reported
that in 1950 “over 40 per cent of the teaching staff had no professional training.”66
Within four years, 23 percent still had no
credentials, and by 1959, this was down
to 13 percent. But in 1969, the government reported that Indian schools still had
“the same number of unqualified teachers”
as they had a decade earlier.67
Even if all these teachers had proper qualifications, this would not have remedied these fake schools. The whole genocidal program needed replacement. No
amount of tinkering reforms with teacher
training could fix Canada’s apartheid
school system. Because their objective was
not education but religious conversion,
cultural assimilation and forced labour, it
did not matter whether “teachers” had the
proper credentials. As English satirist
Stephen Gosson said in 1579, you can’t
“make a silk purse of a sowes ear.”68
By the late 1940s, even the government was saying that its residential
school program had to end. At hearings of
the joint parliamentary committee on Indian Affairs (1946-1948), Indigenous organisations demanded “an end to the policy and practice of segregated education.”
The TRC notes that state officials soon
“determined that the system should be shut
down completely as soon as possible.”69
Despite this, the abysmal system was kept
in place for another half century.
Instead of ending the apartheid system it had supposedly decided to abolish,
the government toyed with various meaningless reforms. While they increased the
number of qualified teachers, government
efforts were overshadowed by ... a most
fundamental impediment. Both the curriculum and the pedagogy, which were
not in any way appropriate to the culture of the students, made it difficult
for the children to learn.70
Another factor is that few of the
schools’ principals had teacher training.
Almost all of them were members of
the clergy .... To the churches and the
government, their skills as farmers and
managers were as important as their
knowledge of education.71
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The Kidnapping of Indigenous Children during the “Fall Round Up”
By Ernie Crey, member of the Sto:lo nation and social worker.

F

or many decades, in countless places across Canada, the Autumn was
when Indian children were forcibly
abducted from their parents and communities and taken away to Church-run residential schools. This state-sanctioned
crime was carried out by the RCMP, government-paid Indian Agents, and farm
workers. The practice, widely known as
the “Fall Round Up,” was described in
grisly detail by historian Dr. Neil MacDonald of the University of Manitoba:
Indian agents, RCMP constables, and
non-Native farmhands encircle a Manitoba Indian reserve. One of the Indian
agents and an RCMP constable approach the house of an Indian family,
bang on the door and loudly demand
Some government employees reported that churches put too much “weight
on the schools as missionary endeavours
[rather] than as educational institutions.”72
In 1946, school superintendents in Alberta reported that so-called “mission
schools” did “not begin to approach the
standards that we set for our public
schools.” This, they said, was because
“qualified teachers are seldom employed,”
they often ignored provincial curriculum
and, their libraries were “inadequate in
practically every case. Most of the literature supplied is religious in nature.”73
The goal of these “schools” was not
to educate, but to instil religious beliefs to
capture children’s hearts and minds. Indianness was to be wiped out and replaced
with the advanced culture of Christian values. In the name of god, progress and civilisation, the often well-meaning purveyors of this religious process inflicted generations of genocide and slavery.

Enslaved by Canadian Hubris
Enslaved by the arrogant self-confidence
of cultural narcissism, Canada’s political,
religious and economic elites justified this
country’s apartheid system with narratives
of pious superiority. With wilful blindness, the obvious harm that Canada inflicted on Indigenous peoples was diligently
ignored. Only by looking away from these
arrogant crimes, could Canadians continue to invest their trust in church-run assimilation programs that promised a final
solution to their “Indian problem.”
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the parents give up their children.... The
parents have barricaded the door and
refuse to answer. The Indian agent instructs the RCMP constable to break
down the door. They rush into the
house, pry the frightened, screaming
children from their parents’ arms and
rush them to a holding area outside.
The constable and agent go to the next
house and the next and in the ensuing
few days this scene is repeated many
times ... on most reserves in Southern
Manitoba. All children captured during
‘Fall round-up’ are marched to the nearest CPR station, assigned a number and
unceremoniously herded into cattle cars
for transport to the residential school
at Winnipeg.
MacDonald described another incident told to him by an Indian agent who
took part in “Fall round-up”:
The Indian agent was sitting on his
The missionary focus on converting “savage heathens,” and the political
dream of seizing their land, came together
in the imperial project called Canada. As
the country’s genocidal residential schools
quickly degenerated into systemic physical and sexual abuse and outright slavery,
Canada’s nation-building reverie increased
the nightmare faced by First Nations.
While officials of church and state
averted their gaze from the genocide for
as long as possible, the public also cultivated a contrived, blissful ignorance. This
learned ability to ignore such abhorrent
crimes as the slavery imposed on “residential school” inmates, relies on an overconfidence in Christianity and a smug faith in
political myths that Canada is a caring nation built on glorious moral values.
Although Canada’s “residential
school” program resuscitated the banned
institution of slavery, it was portrayed as a
benevolent gift to assist poor, uncivilised
Indigenous children. In reality, this “gift”
of a good Christian education was a part
of a criminal enterprise to deprive Indigenous peoples of their culture, destroy their
families, communities and economies,
plunder their land base, kidnap their children, and forced them into slavery.
This massive theft of culture, land
and labour, disguised as religious philanthropy, was part of the full-spectrum war
waged by Europeans against First Nations.
Such genocidal schemes require mass consent and the participation of large social
institutions. The whole racist plan was

horse after his group of children had
been loaded onto the train and noticed
a dust cloud in the distance. Thinking
it was more agents bringing ... children
he called for the train to wait ....
When the group of people arrived
at the station, he found they were not
the agents and children but the mothers of the children he had rounded-up.
The women ran alongside the cattle cars
until they found their child or children.
They grabbed the hands of their children and refused to let go, thus preventing the train’s departure. The RCMP
constables responded by climbing up
the ... cars and stomped on the hands
of the mothers, breaking their grips and
some of their hands and fingers. The
train then departed for Winnipeg.
Source: “The Children of Tomorrow’s
Great Potlatch,” B.C. Studies, 1991,
pp.151-152. <tinyurl.com/ybtqo4wy>
made palatable to the public, by camouflaging it behind grand myths extolling the
supposed superiority of Canada’s Christian civilisation. National narratives of Canadian exceptionalism still permeate mainstream culture and even persist in progressive movements that affirm the official
folklore of our beloved “Canadian values.”
As long as popular culture remains
enslaved by captivating social delusions
such as those applauding Canada as a
“Peaceable Kingdom,” we will not be able
to face the bitter truths about our ongoing
colonialism. Neither can we expect resistance to the injustices and warmongering
practices that this country continues to
profit from, as long as mainstream Canada remains unschooled in the reality of this
country’s genocide of Indigenous peoples.
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